Subject: SPEARNET : Details of the spearnet meeting to be held in December 1987

Please find attached a draft agenda for the Spearnet Meeting. The meeting will be held in December. Do you have an additional topics for the agenda etc.

cheers

trevor

NOTICE OF THE SPEARNET COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP.

The communications workshop for the various computer centres and other interested parties will be held in Melbourne during December. At this time, there should be a clearer indication of the response from the AVCC and associated committees. Our draft agenda for the workshop is as follows:

Details for the Computer Centre Workshop:

- Introduction
- AVCC Report
- Status of Spearnet
- Status of ACSNet
- Blended protocols for Networks
- Naming and Addressing
- Gateways : Local and Overseas
Directories

Topology and Structure of Network
  - overseas connections

Charging

Transition to OSI

Australian OSI products, PTAM

List of Invitees.
  - Computer Centre Representatives (Australia and New Zealand)
  - CSIRO, Division of Information Technology
  - plus others

PLEASE CAN PEOPLE ADVISE ME OF ADDITIONAL TOPICS FOR THE TIMETABLE.

---------------------------------------------
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